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DEPROGRAMMED
On November 4th, the Daily Mail ' s front page
carried the story of Andrew Dobie, recently
'deprogrammed ' out of Scientology . I first heard
of this case about a month before the article, whe n
I was shown an astonishing collection of letters ,
most from Andrew to his father, so I can add a
little to the Mail's scoop .

22-year old Andrew was a student at Seal e
Hayne agricultural college when he read DMSM H
earlier this year . He very rapidly became a
convert to Scientology, and after doing the Purif ,
wrote to tell his father about his conversion . The
letter shows a severe change of attitudes, which
alarmed his father . Andrew said he was going to
sell most of his inheritance to buy 'some very rar e
books' . These turned out to be LRH books, th e
vendor of which was New Era Publications . He was
going to buy these books to finance a campaign t o
promote Battlefiled Earth : Amongst the books he
bought from NEP was a copy of ' Final Blackou t ' (you
can say that again :), the NEP blurb read : "A
completely unique signed first edition of 'Final
Blackout ' - Mr Hubbard ' s 1948 Masterpiece valued a t
$20,000 but available for $15,000 on a fast sal e
basis . This is being leatherbound (sic) an d
boxed . "

To his fathe r ' s horror Andrew bought this, an d
other books, and, according to the Mail, this wa s
part of a 90 000 pound purchase . The father wrote
to Christiesfor a valuation, and received the
following :

"I have looked through the material you have
kindly sent to me and I conclude that this is th e
worst example of profiteering from cheap and fairl y
commonplace material I have ever seen . Not only do
I think the prices being asked are outrageous but I
also feel that the investment will never be
recoverable .

"To quote but one example from the circula r
you sent me, ' a completely unique signed firs t
edition of Final Blackout ' noting that the author
is still alive and still able to sign copies make s
this a very dubious statement. As for the othe r
titles and the ridiculous prices being asked fo r
them, I cannot but reel back in astonishment tha t
anybody has the gall to offer them for such
extortionate sums .

" I cannot but reiterate what I say in no
uncertain terms, that if one is to invest in thi s
type of item, I feel one is never going to make any
profit financially . . "

Andrew's parents decided to seize and
deprogramme him after h e ' d phoned them in tears and
begging for another 53,000 pounds . His father
said, " It was frighteningly out of character . He
was shouting so much that I had to hold the
receiver away from my ear . They were obviousl y
putting him under enormous strain to get more money

outof him.That's when I knew I had to act . "
The Dobies contacted Martin Faiers, a 31-year-

old ex-Moonie, and paid him 10,000 pounds . Andrew
went to a family reunion, and was driven to a

cottage on an estate neighbouring that of hi s
parents by his brother, James . Faiers, and three
ex-Scientologists were waiting. The windows were
boarded, and Andrew was held hostage . He was show n
works by LRH, and affidavits by ex-CofS members ,
and involved in a continuous argument by the

deprogrammers . Eventually Andrew broke down and

realised he ' d been deceived by the CofS. He told

the Mail, " I lost reality in terms of the amount I

was spending . . . It was stupid and irresponsible . "

Jon

CHRISTOFFERSON

Julie Christofferson-Tichbourne ' s claim for $3 9
million against the CofS and LRH was over-ruled by
the Judge who made the award . Multnomah County
Circuit Judge Donald Londer said that his origina l
ruling had been based on improper and prejudicia l
arguments made by Tichbourne ' s attorney, Garry
McMurray during the 11-week trial .

Mrs Tichbourne, who is 27, says that she wa s
defrauded by CofS claims that Scientology coul d
improve her eyesight and her creativity . Garry
McMurray has said that fraud was the issue in th e
case, not religious persecution . Judge Londer sai d
that it was improper for McMurray to tell the jur y
that information about the beliefs of Scientolog- -
ists could be used as a basis for punishing th e
group .

Lander also said that the jury was prejudiced
by abusive language used by McMurray in his closin g
argument. McMurray called the CofS a terroris t
group, and LRH a ' sociopath ' . Londer also admitted
that it was his fault that McMurray had not been
prevented from making these comments .

It seems that Garry McMurray entere d
irrelevant comments into the case . It is worthy o f
note that none of the charges brought b y
Christofferson, nor immense quantity of testimony
against the CofS have been dismissed .

Jon

ARMSTRONG

An L.A. Judge has ruled that Gerry Armstrong shoul d
be given his folders by the Church . During the
case last year, Lyman Spurlock said under oath tha t
anyone could ask to have their folders destroyed ,
and this would be done in their presence . Gerry
wanted to see what was in them - including hi s
Ethics, and B-1 files . The last news was that th e
Church still refuse to part with these, despite th e
Court ruling .

Jon

CASTLE COMPLET E

On Saturday, October 12th, the CofS held a ' topping
out ' ceremony at Saint Hill . After twenty year s
the castle is finished, and they were celebrating .
Having made claims that this is the first castle
built in three hundred years in England (not true) ,
the CofS also announced a parade through Eas t
Grinstead . A town councillor was to have been at
the 'topping out', but eventually declined becaus e
of public protest . The local methodist ministe r
led a silent protest against the CofS, when thei r
parade went through the town . He was joined by
several Independents . Local newspapers reported
the whole with the emphasis upon the Christia n
Church's protest. Another PR caper falls flat .
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RON ON SQUIRRELS?

In Source 48 there is an article called ' 1 0
As this will probably be the final edition for 1985 this is ter Historic Years

	

at the Flag Land Base' . The
last chance to ask you to subscribe for 1986 .

	

following is from that article :
"In March 1971 Ron commented on this tec h

team, describing the ' secret ' of Flag ' s tech
quality :

"' Our Flag auditors are great for man y
reasons . Not the least of them is continual brush
up and insistence on exact application an d
achieving the predicted results . They came through
reasonableness and all that and emerged as to p
flight auditors .

"'Flag auditors are easily the best in the
world. They don ' t kid around with cases . They
know what they can do

	

' "
High praise indeed, but who was Ron praising ?

In March 1971, the senior C/S Flag was Otto Roos .
He was the first Class 12, and their were fou r
others, trained by LRH, by the time he made his '
comment above . They were : Brian Livingstone, Mike
Maurer, and Tommy and Lisa Rlingvaal . These are
the auditors who ' came through reasonableness ' ,
according to LRH. Not one of them is still wit h
the CofS (unless Mike Maurer's SP declare has bee n
lifted) . Other Flag auditors of whom thi s
statement was made included David and Merrill Mayo .
Nice one Source magazine :

SUBSCRIPTIO N

U.K .

	

£1 2

EUROPE

	

£1 5

U.S .A. & OTHERS Z20 (Cheques in Sterling please) and mad e
payable to "Reconnection" .

"Reconnection" mill be a subscribers only magazine from now on
(the broad issue mailing list is financially unviable) . I
will, however, put out two broad mailing "Reconnections" whic h
I shall put together in conjunction with the AAC Scotland and
the AAC England.

A short time ago a chap (who wishes to remain anonymous) went
to the AAC England to examine their statistics and to get in
comm. with the independents . He was doing a Doubt Formula ,
part of which is "Inform oneself honestly of the actual
intentions and activities of that group, etc . brushing aside
all bias and rumour, also examine the statistics of the group ,
etc., etc. "

Needless to say the chap decided to join the independents . I
obtained a copy of the statistics he had gleaned from the
Auditor magazine and thought that I would compare AOSH UK t o
the two British AACs (Scotland and England) . I left out the
Clears as the Church statistic was for worldwide completions .
I also left out AA 4/0T 4 as this action is only done when
C/fed .

When -you take into consideration that AOSH UK has a very large
staff and organizational backup, compared to a total of 1 4
staff at the two AACs, then it is obvious that the AOSH
statistic is APALLING . It is also a dwindling statistic with
only two NOTS completions during the first six months of 1985 ,
compared with over 30 AA 5 completions in the same period at
the two AACs. Still, I suppose one also has to take int o
account that the Church of Scientology is being constantly
attacked (depending on the season) by psychiatrists ,
communists, nazis, squirrels, FBI, CIA, MI5, Russian Agents ,
etc., then maybe their statistic is more fairly described as
incredibly poor, not % waling .

AOSH UK AACs
From Feb .'84 to Aug.'85
(18 months )

From 7th Dec. 1983 to
1st June 1985(18 mths )

OT1 74 AA 1 70

0T2 53 AA 2 64

OT3 58 AA 3 59

OT5 37 AA 5 85

222 278

CANADA

Months ago we announced that there had been
indictments against the Church of Scientology, and
nearly twenty former staff members in Canada . That
happened in December 1984 . Now a trial date has
been set for January next year . We hear that th e

' conspiracy to commit murder ' charge has been
dropped.

Jon

DISCONNECTION ?

The following notice appeared in the October 24th
issue of the East Grinstead Observer :

"Mr Gavin Sands wishes to announce that Chad s
Burgers is under new ownership and that it is no t
now associated with the Church of Scientology . . . "

HU!
THE MEMBERS OF THE C OP S DON'T PRACTISE DISCONNECTION ,

Dear Gary,

	

4.9.85 .

You may remember me from Scotland . Well I'm going back into
the C of S and as therefore disconnecting from you and anyon e
associated with the splinter movement down there . I felt it
only fair to inform you of this.

Yours sincerely ,
Richard Wood .

Dear Richard,
Have you considered brain surgery?

Gary.
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NOTES ON EXTERIORIZATION

The phenomenon of exteriorization was recognised long befor e
Scientology and the same term has even been used to describe
it . Techniques have long since existed to achieve it other
than those in Scientology . Aleister Crowley, for example, had
his own methods . Unfortunately like Crowley, mor e
contemporary exponents of Exteriorization such as Sylva J .
Muldoon and Monsieur Hector Durville, put undue emphasis o n
the "Astral body" . They also assa 1ted peoples' reality
instead of gradiently handling it . With little knowledge of
the mind their techniques produced inconsistent results and ,
when attempted by an unstable practitioner, were dangerous . I
speak from my own subjective experience prior to my
involvement in Scientology .

Exteriorization is defined in Scientology as "The act of
moving out of the body with or without full perception" . This
is a very limited definition and warrants further explanation .
There is no such thing as fall perception - that would be an
absolute . How could you define it anyway - perceiving the
whole universe which so far as we know is limitless . In fact ,
there are degrees of exterior perception. These could include
a slight awareness that one's viewpoint as a separate entity
has shifted, perceiving the body as separate or perceiving
through walls etc. etc .

A greater understanding can be obtained by aligning
exteriorization with the subject of space. This is described
in the book Scn. 8-8008, page 20 "We have a gradient scale
from apace to matter which starts at the arbitrary number of
40 .0 for our purpose and goes down to 0 .0 for the purpose of
homo sapiens and to -8 .0 for the purposes of estimating a
thetan . This gradient scale is called the tone scale . Space
is found to be a broad characteristic from top to bottom of
the scale and necessary to each part of it, but it is
discovered that one has less and less space the more the scale
is descended . "

Auditing produces a - rise in tone level, "The effort in
processing is devoted to the goal of raising the individual on
the tone scale" (IRH) . As a person ascends in tone he
therefore has more space and perceives more space . Sometimes
he has a sudden and dramatic rise in tone giving a sudden . and
dramatic rise in perception . This can be identified as a
point of exteriorization. (Note that although the person may
ascribe this phenomena to the particular process he was bein g
audited on at the time, it's usually a continuous and gradua l
removal of charge from the case that actually produced it. )

These good wins in auditing are not uncommon when a person is
relatively well and intensively audited, but the degree o f
perception they achieve is very rarely considerable and even
more rarely is it stable . Reasons for this are given later .
A sizable proportion of Scientologists have had the goal to go
exterior with "full" perception, some even came int o
Scientology to achieve this, some have since abandoned the
subject because they didn't . An Important thing to realise i s
that the current grade chart is not designed to accomplish
this. When a C/S is confronted with a person with this goal
he is smart if he examines the person's motives . A person
residing in a body operating in the physical universe i s
subject to and influenced by his body and the physical
universe . He's also influenced by the other two mai n
universes - his own universe and, with it, his case and b y
others and their cases . Freedom from these influences depends
upon confronting and handling them. Having done this an
individual is in a position to extend his perception and
abilities beyond the MEST universe into the "Para normal" .

When a C/S is confronted with a person who is the effect of
his case, other people, and the physical universe then the
person's motive may well be escapist or a "solution" to a
problem. "Would exteriorization solve anything for you? "
might well be a pertinent question to ask .

Escapism has always been catered for one way or another in all
past cultures . The current legally approved medium is
alcohol, or even religion which would appear to be safer (Kar l
Marx's statement that "religion is the opiate of the people "
had some truth in it .) Illegally it's drugs or other vices .
Meditation can be kind of escapist, it effectively draws one' s
attention units off the uncomfortable physical and othe r

'people's universes (and is much safer than heroin which does
the same thing much more effectively) but doesn't produce a n
OT . OT by name indicates a state of beingness . In fact it' s
a state of doingrness . It's Operating thetan . A person who
actually does something about the impingements of the physical
and others's universes is such better off than someone who
assumes the lotus position and blocks everything else out .

If by an examination of a person's case state and their
circumstances and life it is revealed that their goal to g o
exterior with perception is actually escapist, or the solution
to a problem, then it would be a bad mistake to agree with i t
and try to handle it . It would set the person up for a loss
as they would not be able to achieve it.

Occasionally the ambition to go exterior with full perceptio n
is disguised as something a person wants handled . 'hat have
you wanted handling in auditing? " sometimes reveals "? r
inability to go exterior" . You can't erase ambition . While
this item could be addressed in various ways it should be
recognised as a "wants to achieve " not a "wants handled" .
Similarly, with an item such as "the inability to make money" .
Whereas charge on the subject of money could be addressed and
handled to some benefit, the person with this item isn't goin g
to become a millionaire by holding cans and talking about his
case .

Most auditing is done in the direction of changing a person' s
beingness with the assumption that his doingness and
havingness will automatically improve . This assumption is
only partially true and this is one reason why "OTs" are
produced that are not as OT as some non-Scientologists .
Virtually all of the current grade chart OT sections address
beingness and are negative gain techniques. (Techniques that
delete things . By the removal of the harmful thing you can get
a positive advance . That's called negative gain.) They tak e
the stop! of doingness but do not drill or educate a person to
actually do more . None of these processes are specifically
designed to exteriorise anyone with perception either
(although this can incidentally occur) .

The old OT 6, now unused in the Church, was specificall y
designed to exteriorise a person and consisted of drills t o
accomplish . this . Some people couldn't do it at all, others
did but did not get the proper stable result of "ability t o
operate freely as a thetan exterior and to act pan-
determinedly; extends the influence of the thetan to the
universe of others" . Why was this? There are several factors _
that I know of that would be required to be handled in order
to produce this result :

HANDLING OF TRUTH .
Truth is what exists . A Pc most gain realities on the trut h
of situations in order to have case gain . Too much truth
shown or given to a person at once will cause an unreality .
There has to be a gradient of gaining reality on truth . (The
levels of Scientology are such a gradient) . This is becaus e
of something called "Acceptance level" which is defined as
what a person can actually have . Hit with too much truth a
person can get worse, they see it, but they can't have it . To
be able to have sudden changes is an ability, without it on e
shot exteriorization processes 'either don ' t work or when they
do the person snaps right back into the body . They can't have
that much change that quickly . States such as exteriorization
or other OT powers will not be achieved when a thetan canno t
have them. This brings us to the factor of havingness .

HAVINGNESS
Havingness is defined as the concept of being able to reach
and duplicate what one perceives . It's also to do with the
need for terminals and masses . A thetan's biggest havingness
(and dearest possession) is his body . It identifies him in
the physical universe . It supplies him with perceptions of
the physical universe . It provides his with sensations such
as those of food and sex . Most of all, it provides him wit h
admiration. A thetan therefore isn't going to leave his body
very easily, especia l ly as doing so tends to be identified
with body death . A thetan by definition is a nothingness in
terms of mess, and he loves a somethingness . He has no mass
but delights in mass, he's also been educated in terms of
matter, energy, space and time in this universe . To
exteriorize therefore, a thetan's havingness and acceptance
level would have to be at such a point to be able to accept a
severe absence of mass, at least in terms of his body, also at
such a point where he was able to duplicate whatever he
perceived as a thetan exterior . He may also need a high
tolerance and acceptance of isolation . A thetan is a very
gregarious entity and likely to reject a situation or ability
that isolated him from others .
(Perhaps it was the thetan's desire for masses and intoleranc e
for no mass situations that led other exponents of
Exteriorization to insist on the existence of the "Astral
body" - that at least had some mass, if not very ouch . )

Auditing was once described by IRH as "a game o f
Exteriorization vs Havingness", the trick being to gradiently
get an individual to as-is masses containing abberativ e
significances while keeping his havingnness up to the point
where he becomes more exterior . If his havingness is not



repaired or remedied then a) he wiLl not let go of masses' and
significances that are abberating him and b) he will no t
exteriorize .

The whole tech of havingness seems to have become to som e
degree lost . This is partially due to the somewhat dubious
datum that havingness processes should not be run on Advance d
Level 5 and, by inference, related levels . As all advance d
levels on the current chart from AA 2 to AA 7 are as—isin g
techniques then this datum conflicts with an earlier one: "A
technique which as—issa energy, if used without repair o r
remedy of HavingNess, will bring about a worsening of the cas e
of a PC" . (IRH) .

Another barrier to exteriorization is explained in terms of
games . This is intimately connected with havingness as a
games condition is basically an effort to have for self an d
deny have to others .

GAMES
One thing that a thetan finds completely intolerable is a no
games condition . As soon as he finds himself in one he will
involve himself in another game, either abetter or worse one ,
depending on his tone level . Games consist of freedoms,
barriers and purposes . Total freedom and total barriers are
both no games conditions and both undesirable . The peaks in
ability achieved in life or auditing do not always last lon g
because (as well as other factors mentioned) a) they ca n
represent ano games condition and b) the thetan is followin g
the create, survive, destroy pattern of existence . From an
auditing and C/Sing point of view this then is a problem, a s
the production of an OT state has the liability that it may b e
a no games condition, such as Native State, which a Pc or Pre —
OT will immediately lose. (A short sighted C of S C/S would
probably put this in the category of a loss of gain = a
R/coaster = a PTS condition = a Pc or Pre-OT who needs a PTS
rundown, A = A = A = A. Net result being an unnecessary
action and a lose for the Pc or Pre-OT, the auditor and th e
C/S! )

Freedom cannot exist unless there is something to be free
from. Freedom only exists amongst barriers . "Freedom from"
is ok so long as there is somewhere to be free to . It's very
difficult to have a thetan end cycle on a existing game unless
he can see a better one that is real to him . A simple exampl e
of this is the trauma a person can go through in decidin g
whether ' to give up an existing job with a regular, certai n
income in favour of another poet or business that may or mery
not prove successful .
A person is playing various games involved in MEST . He a )
can't see, has no reality on, exterior games and b) won't giv e
up his existing physical universe games that trap him in his
body without this. Thus the process of exteriorizing someone
must be a gradient increase of the reality and truth of
exteriorization . Also there must be a game to play for the
exteriorized person if the condition or ability is to b e
stable .

CASE
The ability to go exterior is also proportional to how such
abberation remains unhandled on a case . Someone who is out of
communication with, has problems about, has overta and
withholds on, can't have change regarding, or is making
others or the physical universe wrong is not going to go
exterior easily or with any stability . Neither will he if his
upper level case is unhandled .

Most importantly he will have difficulty achieving exterior
perception if he has unhandled bad intentions, particularly if
they relate to this ability . For example : A person who wants
to go exterior with perception in order to win large sumo o f
money at card games or to engage in voyeurism is not going t o
make it . This is because man is basically good and wil l
consciously or unconsciously try to prevent himself
dramatising an evil purpose . (Also note that the ability to
see one's opponents cards in card games would be a no game s
condition .) A C/S could find this out by asking a Pre-OT what
he honestly might want to do if he was exterior with
perception, whatever was found could then be handled . Any
evil purpose causes a person to withhold themselves and cut s
down their perception, their reach, and therefore their specs .
Any and all of these purposes would have to be handled .
Grades and upper levels would have to be flat . Specific
considerations, emotions and computations regarding exterior-
ization would have to be sought out and handled with a tailor
made program.

The factors I've described are the barriers to exteriorizatio n
of which I am aware . There may well be others. Very little
is known about thetan exterior perceptics for instance .

Techniques already exist to handle all of the factors noted .
A clever and experienced C/S could put together a program t o
handle them and, in theory, produce results not previousl y
attained. At the very least a higher state of OT would be
achieved and more data acquired about the subject, which would
then give rise to a greater insight into it, and open the door
to further handlingp.

I think it's better to concentrate on improving the quality of
the games we play in the universe we are in .

Steve Bisbey
AAC C/S England

A recently observed policy letter posted around St .
Hill :

HUBBARD COPMKUNICATIONS OFFIC E
Saint Hill Manor, East Grinstead, Susse x

HCO POLICY LETTER OF 15 FEBRUARY 1966

Remimeo
Franchise
PSMs

ATTACKS ON SCIENTOLOGY

(Cancels all Sec Eds and Pol Ltrs to the contrary )

Having had some time to think this over and
having studied the matter with great care, I have
isolated the most successful response to meeting any
and all attacks on Scientology, its organizations
ard scientologists and as of this date this become s
policy

ADVOCATE TOTAL FREEDOM

That is the policy— advocate total freedom.

There are technical reasons for this which
an auditor will recognise. To discharge later
incidents from a mind, one most get the first or
basic incident of that kind . In this case the basic
aberrated incident was the suppression of freedom o f
the being. Just before that there most have been
freedom. Thus advocating total freedom hits the
true basic incident .

This is also the basic purpose of
Scientology and the basic purpose of people, so it
all agrees well.

This is also easiest to do . It is easier
than fighting Parliaments or building up cases
against people who attack us.

The only liability of using this policy
(total freedom) is that it releases energy ( a
Scientologist knows this as "blowing locks") which
looks disturbing but is weakened .

No other approach we have used worked . We
are alive not because we fought but because we went
on doing Scientology in spite of everything .

So never advertise an attack. Just advocate
more strongly "Total Freedom!" and show ho w
Scientology can attain it for the individual .

Careful summary of our pest actions in the
face of attacks and an analysis of various change s
in human history show that the best and only
effective thing we did or anyone ever did was t o
advocate freedom. The precise practice of Scien-
tology obtains total freedom so never advertis e
anything else but total freedom and the Scientology
services and steps that bring it about . Courses ,
processing are the gradient scale to total freedom.

That's the answer no nation or person can
stand up to — if we keep saying it long and loud .
SCIENTOLOGY IS THE ROAD TO TOTAL FREEDOM .

Used in argument one can invent reasons t o
baffle the attacking agency or person — but all
these reasons should add up to everyone has rights



to total freedom .

I think this alone can

LRH :ml.rd
Copyright(c)1966
by L.Ron Hubbard
ALL RIGHTS RESERVED

And the price of freedoms:-
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Dear Reconnection

You have been sending me your newsletter
"Reconnection" and although I find it a fascinating
example of the phenomena of motivators and
justifications I have joined the Sea Org and do not
want to hear from you again .

I suggest that you cease your suppressive acts and
take advantage of whatever crack in the door is
still available to you.

John Mackilligin

Dear John, I don't need a crack in the door? Ed .

Dear Mark (Martini )

I believe the purpose of your recent letter (24th
Sept) was to imply that all the Independents must
have committed overts against the Church of
Scientology in order to have decided to leave the
Church. I should like to give you a few facts and
make a few points.

a) I understand that IRH's early dictum that all
"blows" were as the result of overts was modified ,
in that staff leaving the Org were later checked
out, in their own interest and that of the Org, to
ensure that they were leaving for a valid reason and
were not "blowing" because of overts .

b) I have been a Scientologist for 25 years . I
went Clear and Theta Clear in my first intensive .
LRH didn't know that he was making clears at tha t
time and didn't realise that certain tech could no t
be applied to these Clears . He had also not
discovered "floating needles", "protest reads" and
"end phenomena" . After going clear I spent all the
money I could afford on auditing and training e .g
Grades, Power, Power Plus and Drug Rundown .
Grad»411y, and then with greater acceleration the
prices for services became way beyond my means . (Do
you realise that it would now cost quarter of a
million pounds for a new scientologist to get to OT
V?) I agree that the tech is more valuable than a
house, a car, or an insurance policy, but can this
logically explain the Org's pride in it's Crystal
Ballroom, Da Vinci room and exotic restaurants at
Flag?

c) In the P.D .C. and the money tapes LRH says that
there is a liability in developing a tech like
Scientology; if you then put it beyond people' s
reach they will attack you. It says a lot for the
tech and for the loyalty to LRH of the Independents ,
that the Independents I have met are high-toned ,
theta beings who are not interested in criticising
or fighting the Church .

d) LRH says that it is a Clear's duty to become
O.T. as quickly as possible. I tried for 25 years
to become O.T. within the structure of the Church of
Scientology and did not lightly decide to resign .
e) LRH says that if you want something done, don' t

be fobbed off by any executive who tells you i t
can't be done. By making the prices beyond the
reach of 95% of the population the Org is
demonstrating that it can't organize itself in orde r
to deliver. Someone has to bypass and take
responsibility for delivering .

f) Most people who find that they can't earn enough
money to pay for scientology services solve the
problem by joining staff. However, the Org needs
Scientologists out in the field, in all walks of
life, to apply the tech to the society and to
disseminate (see IRH 's Special Zone Plan) .

I hope you are able to see the validity of the
points I have made. I have not "left " the Church of
Scientology . The Church has removed the tech from
my reach and so I am doing what LRH has exhorted
every Scientologist to do - applying the tech to the
situation to find a solution. In such circum-
stances, LRH says the wrong thing to do is
ite!

ARC
Lilian Lee

FISH OUT OF WATE
R 36year old female Aries, moon Aquarius much Pisces, seeks

close loving relationship, marriage & children with high IQ ,
successful, humourous graduate/professional interested in
matters parapsychological, preferably trained & plus or minu s
AA 7, o.n.c.o . R.S.V.P. Hopeful c/o J . Taylor, 57 Fair
Street, Broadstairs, Kent, England .

FREE STUDENT AUDITING.

P0a WANTED FOR AUDITING IN LONDON ON GRADES .

Tel. Rowena 01 272 653 1

MK. 5 E-METER for sale, with attachments . 1100 o.n.o .
Telephone 313682 (evenings only please) .
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THE SOURC E

In the first Study lecture, LRH says he ' d very muc h
like to talk to James Watt about steam . He
suggests that the original discoverers of a tech-
nique or principle will have a very thoroug h
understanding, which will be altered by those who
follow, so it is important to return to the sourc e
of an idea. in the same lecture LRH talks abou t
the necessity of fixed opinions . They are
necessary to protect our stupidity .

Taking these two ideas something once hidde n
can become rather obvious . It is necessary, if we
wish to esacape stupidity, not to have fixed
opinions about anything, including Scientology . It
is also necessary to find the roots from whic h
Scientology sprang, and, avoiding fixed opinions ,
to compare those roots with Scientology, and mak e
our own independent decisions about the informatio n
we 've collected. We've tried to give an opportun-
ity for this with our 'Parallels' series, b y
showing possible sources for ideas which have ar e
part of Scientology .

Early in 1984 I began a study to discover
exactly what the sources of Scientology were. I ' d
seen a great deal of material which prove d
conclusively that LRH was not what he'd claimed t o
be (see Reconnection Subscribers' Issue 2) . I
feared that the Tech would be judged on the merit s
of the Founder; and consequently invalidated . Si
it seemed best to find a basis in previous studie s
for Scientology . Then the subject would continue
despite the shattered reputation of LRH . It would
be possible to say, "Well, yes, Hubbard did tell a n
awful lot of tall stories about himself, and he wa s
given. to screaming, and he collected millions from
his followers ; but the subject he pieced together
not only has value, but a pedigree too . "

In my search I discovered many possible
sources for parts of Scientology . The most obviou s
were those named by LRH. If you read R & D volume
1, you'll find several mentions of Count Alfred
Korzybski and his General Semantics . For example :
"Those familiar with General Semantics will under -
stand how the reactive mind computes" (p .8), or
"Someone from the General Semantics Institute wrot e
in recently and mentioned that General Semantics
and dianetics went hand in hand . He is absolutely
right . " (p.438), or "Korzybski might have gone a
bit further than he went, but he went far enough t o
be a great deal of use" (p.443) . Bent Corydon has
said that the entire basis of Dianetics can b e
found in Korzybski . LRH also acknowledged Freud ,
even suggesting that Freud discovered prenatals i n
1911 (R & D 1, p.317) . LRH mentions Aleiste r
Crowley, and there are definite similaritie s
between the philosphy of Crowley and that o f
Scientology (Don't take my word for it, rea d
Crowley, LRH did) .

Whilst searching I looked again at Buddhism ,
- and realised that Scientology— is very definitel y
not a form of Buddhism. I was ashamed at m y
stupidity in ever accepting this idea : I spent two
years dabbling in Zen before I joined Scientology .
Basic to Scientology is the immortality, and god -
like nature, of the thetan, who through auditing
will return to this state . Scientology sees the
thetan as individual (see R2-47 in Creation o f
Human Ability for a positive statement of this) ,
and perpetually individual . There are contradict-
ions to this in the basic teaching of the Buddha .
The first is the idea of the thetan . The Buddha
taught that the first mistake is to think yoursel f
an 'individual ' . He taught that the 'individual '
is in fact an ever-changing process, which i s
perpetually related to the universe,

	

and

inseparable from it . Which leads us to the second
contradiction : The Buddha's entire purpose was t o
lead people into Nirvana, which is to say to lea d
them to abandon the illusion that they wer e
individuals, and melt into the One . This is the
goal of Buddhism, all of its other teachings ar e
junior to it. Without arguing the value of eithe r
idea, it is obvious that although Scientology ma y
have some similarities to Buddhist technique (TR- 0
for example), it is not Buddhism .

LRH has. of ten claimed that Scientology is a
fusion of Eastern thought (Primarily Buddhism and
Taoism), and Western Science . Having realised that
Scientology was at odds with Buddhism, I decided t o
investigate ' Western Science ' . A tall order, bu t
made easier by the popular texts now available .
The science to which LRH most often refered i s
nuclear physics . He claimed that his study o f
nuclear physics gave him the methodology to creat e
Scientology . Well, of course he only took on e
semester of ' small particle physics ' , and failed
that. But having dragged myself through many o f
the PDC lectures where the new view of physic s
given in the Axioms is explained, I decided to fin d
out what the theory of relativity, and quantu m
mechanics were. I swam around in ' The Dancing Wu-
Li Masters ' , 'The Tao of Physics ' , and 'The Looking
Glass Universe ' , and read 'The Roots o f
Coincidence ' . This doesn ' t qualify me for a degree
in physics, but it did give me a grounding in the
subject (particularly the 'Wu-Li Masters' which is
a 400 page history of twentieth century physics) .
I gradually came to the realisation that LRH ha d
not only lied about his qualifications, but als o
about his knowledge of physics . In ' All About
Radiation' he says, "Radiation is either a particl e
or a wavelength, nobody can say for sure . One
moment everybody says it is a wavelength and th e
next they say it is a particle " (p .60) . To the
•uninitiated this may sound sensible, to anyone with
the slightest understanding of nuclear physics, = -
relativity theory (and my understanding is prett y
slight), it is absurd nonsense . In the nineteenth
century it was demonstrated that light is a
wavelength . The experiment is conclusive . At the
turn of the century it was demonstrated that ligh t
is a particle (now called a 'photon ' ) . Again the
experiment is conclusive . In the 1920 ' s the
electron was shown to be not only a particle, bu t
also a wavelength . So ' radiation ' is both, there
is no argument amongst phycisists . Thatsjust the
beginning, LRH ' s views on gamma rays, and his ide a
that phycisists explain MEST by reference between
its parts are also worthy of exploration, but it' s
up to you to do that exploration . I ' ve managed to
avoid being a guru this far :

This does not invalidate Scientology itself .
The differentiation between LRH, the philosophy o f
Scientology, and the techniques of Dianetics an d
Scientology is necessary. There is a definit e
distinction between the originator of an idea and
the idea itself . Newton was a convinced Christian ,
who spent more time justifying scripture than
working on the laws of physics . If we invalidat e
Christianity, we may invalidate Newton's logica l
ability, but not the law of gravity (It took th e
theory of general relativity to do that) . Light
passed through two prisms will still separate int o
the spectrum, and fuse again to become ' white '
light. There is also a distinction to be mad e
between theories and techniques . There is much
disagreement between physicists about the implicat-
ions of the theories of special and genera l
relativity, and of quantum mechanics . Some even
question their accuracy . But they aren ' t necessar y
to produce the enormous destruction caused by th e
explosion of a nuclear weapon, or the electricit y
generated by nuclear fission. They were simply the
framework of belief in which these realities were
generated .

The problems are the adherence to the
reputation of a man, or the rigid belief in hi s
statements . It isn't necessary to believe
everything that Einstein said to use relativity ,
nor to understand the brilliance of his mind. In
fact, Einstein fell out of step with mainlin e
nuclear physics in the 1920 ' s, when he disagreed
with Heisenberg and Bohr . He never reconciled
himself to the basic principles espoused after tha t
time (and to this day) by nuclear physicists .

I am not writing this to attack anything . I

,,_ Wit_ . ATACK ' S STILL TALKING
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agree with the ideas given by LRH in the Stud y
lecture . With him I insist that these be applied ,
but I reserve the right to decide what is or isn ' t
correct . Please don ' t take my word for it, loo k
for yourself .

Scientology is, after all, meant to be a mean s
of regaining self-determism (and ultimately pan-
determism), and that includes the isolation, and
obliteration of fixed ideas . Including fixed ideas
about Scientology. Being able to think for
yourself, in fact .

LARRY WOLLERSHEI M

Larry was the tenth CofS Audited NOTs completio n
(back in the old days when the EP of Audited NOT s
was still ' Cause over Life ' ), and toured giving hi s
wins, and helping to sell thousands of dollar s
worth of auditing . Now he is well on with his sui t
against the CofS on four counts, each for a clai m
of around $25 million . His central theme is th e
glut of misrepresentations made by the Church abou t
the superhuman powers achieved by those who do th e
OT levels . According to our L .A. correspondent
Larry spent over $100,000 on the Bridge, and spen t
a while recuperating in hospital after he ' d done
it . He says that he lost his business after he' d
been declared 'Fair Game' . He also claims tha t
Scientology is brainwashing. We welcome th e
Church's comments, as ever . And we probably won' t
receive any, as ever .

DIANETICS IN LIMB O

Some time ago I wrote an article quoting whol e
sections of ' Dianetics in Limbo ' . Eventually I
managed to contact the author, Helen O ' Brien, an d
she has given her permission for a photocopie d
edition of 100 copies of the book . I asked fo r
this permission, because the book is very difficult
to obtain, and very relevant .

Helen O'Brien was LRH's deputy responsible fo r
the management of the Hubbard Association o f
Scientologists International,

	

from March to
October, 1953 . She started the Philadelphia
centre, and arranged the Philadelphia Doctorat e
Course lectures . Her book was written in 1966, and
is one of only two books written by people who ha d
been right next to LRH (the other is Dr Josep h
Winter ' s ' Doctor ' s Report on Dianetics ' ) . Copies
can be obtained via Reconnection at four pound s
each . I highly recommend this book for an
understanding of LRH,

	

early dianetics,

	

the
beginnings of Scientology,

	

and the historica l
precedents to recent events within the CofS .

LRH AND THE DEVI L

Gerhard Forster has just released his third Inf o
Pack. As were the first two, it is beautifull y
presented, and makes me green with envy. I am
reassured that many of our readers won ' t but it ,
because it is in German . Gerhard makes sure tha t
the German-speaking world is aware of events i n
Scientology . When I saw the first pack, I wa s
amazed at the quantity of material that had been
translated .

The third pack is devoted to LRH and 'Magick' ,
and carries the entire of Roland Winkhart ' s new
booklet on LRH ' s involvement with the Crowle y
'Magick' system . If you want a copy, write t o
Gerhard Forster, Winckelmannstrasse 2/8, A-115 0
Wien, Austria . The price is 28 Deutsche Marks .

LRH IS STILL AN ALIEN

In July, 1984, an Immigration Appeal Tribuna l
upheld the Home Secretary ' s decision to refuse a
letter of consent to enter Great Britain to LRH.
This Summer a case brought by LRH was heard in the
High Court. LRH asserted that the refusal of th e
Home Secretary to give him permission wa s
unreasonable and unlawful . The High Court upheld
the Tribunal's decision . LRH can still present
himself at a port of entry in the usual way, askin g
for permission to enter .

FREE SPIRI T

I tried to warn Maz ' Jones when he began ' Free
Spirit ' that our inc_llectual readers would
inevitably connect his magaz>.n with the libertin e
Christian heresy of the same name, out he wouldn ' t
listen to me . Issue 2 of the second volume o f
' Free Spirit ' has just crossed the water, and urge d
me to say that this is the best issue yet . Not
just because it has an ad for Reconnection, bu t
because the news is up-to-date, and the article s
are relevant, probably because the Council fo r
Spiritual Integrity, which publishes ' Free Spirit ' ,
has finally abandoned its attempt to mediat e
between the CofS and the Independents, and joine d
the Independents . If we ' re not careful they'll be
rivalling Reconnection : If you want to receive
the ' Free Spirit ' , write to: P .O .

	

Box 4228 ,
Sunland, CA 91040-4228 .

HALlA

The corner's turned ,
the die is broken :
the physical world's allure is gone .
Gold braid and stats ,
contracts and overts
lie like coins in a wishing well .

My duty to others--
a heavy old sickness--
has passed at last ;
4 fellows are good ,
their hearts are pure .
All's well with me- -
hallo to you.

Rich

REPAIRS UNDERTAKEN TO ALL METERS PAST AND PRESENT

MARK IVs & Vs UPDATED TO MARK V E VI QUALIT Y

Slave Meters
Training Meters

Mini Meter s
Projection Meters
Chart Recorder s

and
Datalogers

All useful adjuncts for your sessions and training

SEVERAL UPDATED MARK Vs FOR SALE

PSYCHOTECHNICS

Phone 01-986-9183 - 3pm to Midnight .

A SHORT HISTORY
1950-I 985

asia readable strawy d the twstOt'Y of Damao
a d Scantolot(y has been carten wedsout seekeg t o
justly or amine any party It atternpe to qne a tactua l
unba,ed accasK of the man Poona Soeneotov ser
the taut 35 years

Do you were to know the hA story of Dianna wi
the flees why and how St.hld became the centre of
Soentobq n the exiles what were the snips and th e
did they Y4 what hasreopened to case the malor
anion*, between the Church and the !mammal*
Soaeoloesat M these ems. and ewe more are
moored» des sample to read book of lea them a ICO bales

l,h•chh Welt *.suss. be MIL S. demo er ream'
anew harem ony pease)be U.ODWC L4 SOna. UK.
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AAC ENGLAN D
TECHNICAL

Afte+--Oer two twoyears of technical delivery in the Independen t
--field the AAC in East Grinstead has considerably more know ho w

and experience than it did before. Some previously unused
tech has been gotten into use, existing tech is being
communicated more effectively and auditing programmes are mad e
even more specifically to suit a person's case on all levels ,
especially upper levels .

In line with some of the points made in Steve Bisbey's article
"Notes on Exteriorization" the AAC is providing some optional
services for those who require or wish to do them. These are :

Special Ability Levels 1, 2 and 3 . These are available at our
standard auditing rates,

And

The Original Advanced Ability levels 4, 5, 6 and 7 . These are
mainly solo and are available at £345 for the package of all
four and this includes VAT. The audited parts are at standard
auditing rates.

Details of what these levels consist are available from the
AAC .

If you are not making the most of your abilities or cas e
gains, then you can get acme help by taking advantage of the
new First Dynamic Ethics Handling . Using sound tech, this
handling does not involve the C of S brio-e-brac of armbands
and penances, etc. Be warned, it is not for you unless you
are willing to confront and do something about where you are
really at in relationship to others and the physical universe .
More details available from the AAC .

ASSISTANCE• OFFERE D

The AAC in East Grinstead is offering help to anyone either
running beginning courses or who is interested in doing so .
We can help you with materials, technical advice, training i f
needed, and on-the-spot assistance. Write to us at the AAC ,
address given below .

COMMISSIONS

Anyone bringing people to the AAC for services are entitled to
a 10% commission on the net value of the initial service .

SUNDAY AFTERNOONS

Sunday afternoons at the AAC are social occasions as well as
tech delivery. Come along for a chat, tea and biscuits, catc h
up on the latest news and developments, and bring friends if
you wish .

COMPLETIONS

AA 5, AA 6, Orig. AA 4

1st Dynamic Ethics Handling

Grades 0 - 4, Clear

AA 5

Scn. D/R

AA 7

AA 7

Life Repair, ARC S/W
Grade 0 - 4

Life Repair, Objectives
Grade 0

1st Dynamic Ethics Handling

Ml W/Cing

Mike Baker-Rogers

Joyce Barnes

Roland Beard

Eva Bettan

Caroline Bisbey

Michelle Brown

Terry Brown

Kevin Byrne

Stewart Capon

Nicole Chalmot

Harriet Chandler

Bert Dodd

Barry Fairburn

Anita Franklin

Eileen Griswold

Edward Johannus

Bill Johnson

Leslie Johnson

Bruce Kennedy

Joe King

Keith Kirk

Lesley Lee

Lilian Lee

Eva Lewey

Ken Lewey

Mike Muspratt

Ralph Mussel

Marie Nolan

Alan Pugeley

David Redfern

Mel Smith

Fleur Walter

James Warnell

Angela Yates

George Parsons

Janice Parkford

Eve

AA 3, AA 5

Special Ability 1

Grades 0 - 4

AA 5

1st Dynamic Ethics Handling

Clear

Grades 3 & 4

Class 4 C/S Cse . & Int .

Special Abilities 1, 2 & 3

Grades 0 - 4

AA 6

Solo Pt. 2, AA 1, 2, 3 & 5

AA 6

AA 1 , 2, & 3

Solo Pt. 2, AA 1

Clear

Grade 1

AA 1, AA 2, AA 3

Solo Pt. 2, AA 1

Clear

AA 6

Solo Pt. 2, AA 1

Grades 1 - 4

AA 5

Solo Pt. 1, 2, AA 1

AA 5

STATEMENTS OF CASE GAIN

Having had such thorough and individual training on
AA6, I now approach each solo session with relish and wit h
complete confidence that I can handle whatever comes up . Each
session is a mini adventure that is a step nearer to O .T .

My utmost thanks to AAC England and especially t o
Joyce (who has been a great source of certainty) and to Steve
(for his brilliant C/Ses) .

The AAC is a power-house of theta in which granting of
beingness is supreme !

Lesley Lee

AA6 was a lovely level to do and I had some excellan t
C/sing.

I had a great number of wins too numerous to list, one
of them being that a friend, with whom I had ARC broken, year s
ago and forgotten existed, has sent me a message that she is
eager to get in touch again .

It is really wonderful to have the AAC here takin g
away the stops from our bridge . I am eternally grateful .

Fleur Walte r

I am full of Affinity and feel a tremendous gratitude
to all my auditors, past and present .

I as Clear, and just as per definition! I really fee l
this is a major point of my Scientology step and to LRH I a m
very grateful. It has been unacknowledged for some time ,
though now fully rehabilitated. Thank you sir. Thank you
staff at the AAC England. Mel Smith
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AAC ENGLAND

I have attested to the State of Clear . My many thanks
to very dear Burt Griswold my. Auditor, to Steve Bisbey C/S and
Joyce Barnes Exams and all the staff for their guidance, an d
creating a safe environment . The Auditing was an experience
of such quality which I feel would be hard to better .

Bless you all ,

Ralph Mussel

Doing Special Ability Levels 1, 2 and 3 after
completing AA7 was very worthwhile . Thoroughly covering the
areas of Be, Do and Have acted as a major review and I found
it very validating in that I had missed so little after s o
many hours of solo auditing. It adds a definite polish up and
can verify that no major areas have been missed. It's an
excellent tech and it was well delivered by Burt Griswold, a
Class 8 who knows his stuff !

Ron's tech is in use and being well applied . The tech
teem at both AACs, England and Scotland are professional ,
with a high ARC level . The UK Jewell off as a result .

Joe King

For the past 25 years I have been "frightened to
death" of the tech of Scientology. I had to suppress and hide
this fact when I was training or being audited at the C of S
as revealing it had only caused me to be routed for S and Ds ,
Sec Checks and endless reviews .

I used to feel so bad that I was often ill for severa l
days at a time - billious and "feeling like death" . The only
tech I would allow near me when this happened were touch
assists administered by hey husband and these proved to be
marvellous . The charge just poured off .

Now, after completing AA 2 and studying the pack of AA
3, I understand why all this used to happen. I have a
tremendous feeling of'calm. For 25 years I have had certainty
of selL and know I was cause over life, which stopped me from
falling completely into the chasm of the AA 3 materials. Even
more fortunately there were a few very wise and able people at
the C of S who took the pressure off as whenever all seeme d
lost .

However, .for the first time since I went clear an d
theta clear in 1961, I can honestly say that I have no fear o f
the subject of Scientology any more . With the stability of AA
2, I can handle the masses and I can't wait to start auditin g
AA 3 . To others who have suffered like me, waiting for the
tech to set them free, all I can say is 'Stop hesitating !
Come on in; the water's lovely !

Lilian Lee

Keeping up with the (Jones's) should be the (Brown's )

WELL DONE TO RECENT AA7 COMPLETIONS TERRY AND MICHELLE BROWN
ON THEIR EXPANSION . The staff here at the AAC England woul d
like to validate their causative level, not only as Pre-OT s
also in life and livingness . This is proof to us all that w e
can succeed by extending the workability of the tech into all
areas of life .

•~V~I~C]~n"

	

' .e" ~ ònt~imiia

Terry bui Ids u p'£ 1 .00 000 firm
from lOp start

UNEMPLOYED Plymouth car-

	

"re, waked hard and created and

peeter Terry Brown set up his own maiataiaed (our jobs and the finn has

business with just 10 pence and now

	

"Overhead
s ona taken

	

tcweot leaver lila sammer.
have always been kept tow

has a turnover of 1100.000 a year. • and profits have bees ploughed back tote
Mr drown . 36. was on the dole for improving the fsm, . "

three montI* before deciding to start a

	

Mail orderkitchen manufacturing and fitting finn .
And. haw he has won a trip aware in the r A Brown Kitchens . based at St .

regional finale of a eoatpetmos to find the Lawrence Yard . oR Sa Lawrence mod . has
westcoumry's moat et5ciatt small corn- . Some emm strength to strength .
pans.

	

• The Cr,,, is to stan a mad order wrote
Delighted Mr Brown said: tarred with . and if it proves a success at least one more

jost a 10 peas postcard 'riven in a shop carpenter would he taken on .
window .

	

Mr ftrmm said the company's succes s
"t never had an overdraft or borrowed should encourage other unemployed peopl e

money from anyone.

	

to set up their own floss.

My successes in auditing, r' successes in livingnes s
have been many, and the tremendous application of Standar d
Tech brought about these results .

Yet I still felt there was more, that there was some
thing still not being acknowledged . When I did the 1st
Dynamics Ethics handling , it was at last spotted . It was me -
to me .

The strength of this being spotted, and then the full
application of more Standard Tech, has brought about a great
knowingness of who I am, what I need and want, and how to get
it .

I went into it like a lamb and came out like a lion,
tamed, but not broken, fearless, but approachable.

Joyce Barnes

Write to us at :

	

Telephone :

AAC England,

	

(0342) 21752
52 West Hill ,
East Grinstead,
West Sussex .
RH19 4EP

I find it unfortunate that there is so much communication (i f
it can be called that) from people who in their words n o
longer consider themselves scientologists, yet feel it their
duty to communicate to scientologists with the sole purpose of
trying to distract them from continuing up the bridge .

To be more specific, what really concerns as is the broad
communication of upper level data to people who are not at
that point on the grade chart . We have had four examples of
this in recent months. It is quite obvious that the people
concerned have made no case gain from these levels otherwise
they wouldn't consider it their God given duty to try t o
distract others from continuing up the bridge.

To quote IRH from HCOB 29 September 1965, The Continuing Over t
Act. (Tech Vol VI, page 103) :-

"But long ago I closed 4 book on the no-case gain. Each of
those few dozen no-gains tell frightening lies to little
children, pour ink on shoes, say how abused they are whil e
tearing the guts out of those unlucky enough to be around
them. They are suppressive persons, every one . I know. I've
seen them all the way down to the little clinker they cal l
their soul. And I don't like what I saw ."

One plus point with the old church was that they could brin g
enough pressure to bear on individuals to curb these crazy
dramatizations that are now running rampant today . It is
purely a matter of ethics . There is no EP of any level that I
know of stated as ethics in from here on out . It is a matte r
of personal integrity, one has to choose to keep his ethics in
and these guys obviously have not made that choice .

There are some obvious yardsticks one can use on deciding
whether to continue to read such coma as one may receive :

1) How does it make you feel (are you keying out while
reading it or are you getting upset . )

2) What is the tone level of the comm .

3) Is it factual or is it full of generalities .

4) Is it positive helpful comm or negative destructiv e
comm .

If you find yourself getting upset or if it's tone 2 or belo w
or if it's destructive and full of generalities, read no
further, throw it in the garbage where it belongs .

Bob Ainsworth.
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AAC SCOTLAN D
THOUGHTS ON ARC & MP-DEMONISM

It's surprising to me that since leaving the Church, I hav e
had so many cognitions on the basics of Scientology .

For example, let's look at a real basic "Man is basicall y
good". Now, what tended to occur in the Church is that, with
all the crazy pressure and duress brought to bear on the
staff, the whole org. tended to run in the band of Effort ,
Think and Symbols, which, if you take a look at the Know t o
Mystery Scale, is close to bottom . It got to the point wher e
a graph on a wall (a symbol) was all that mattered and, as a
result, the public were treated as a symbol to represent th e
graph, which was far more real that the goy waiting for hi s
service. Now, if you look at the Know to Mystery Scal e
plotted against the Tone Scale, you will see that Effort ,
Think and Symbols are at the level of Controlling Bodies ,
which is exactly how it was in the Church, and any ideas o f
allowing someone, staff or public, to have a viewpoint or to
be self determined, was definitely not on !

If you treated a person as a thetan, able - to postulate and
perceive and have his own viewpoint, you were theetie-weeti e
and one step away from the next comm-ev and RPF stint .

Since starting the AAC, we have assumed that man is basicall y
good and that he just needs a bit of help to handle the mess
he's gotten himself into and, surprise surprise, people like
coming here, even if not currently on lines, just to pop in
for a chat. That's not to say we don't use ethics an d
confessional tech when it's needed, but when it is needed, the
thetan being basically good, recognizes the fact, so no forc e
or duress is required. In fact people even ask for ethics
handling when they know it's needed !

Here's a recent success story from a confessional which, I
think, proves the point :-

"This is what I've been waiting for for a long, long time . To
have a safe terminal and the technology where I could unburden
myself of- the many things that have held me back from really
participating in life and accepting other people's affinity
for me . "

We have recently started pushing Div 6 quite heavily and jus t
as another example, we have a lady on our lines who complete d
TR's and is now . just starting an auditing programme . This
lady was asked if she would mind distributing 100 leaflets ,
advertising our Div 6 activities around the area where she
lives. Not only did she agree, but came back next day for
another 1CO and then came back the day after for another 100 .
This is not just an isolated case and we have had proof beyon d
any doubt, that given the opportunity to be self determined ,
people do like to contribute and be part of the group .
It has become glaringly obvious that the more you take away a
person's basic willingness and seli determinism, the less yo u
can expect from them in terms of production and group spirit .
The Church made this mistake and got into force instead of
ARC, I know we won't duplicate the error!

Drugs Handling

AA 2

AA 5

Ability 3 & 4 Auditor

Ability 4

Ability 1 & 2,Solo Training

Life Orientation, S/W, Clear

AA 2

Solo Training, Ability 1 & 2

Student Hat

Life Orientation

S/W

Now I can tell you I never really wanted to be myself befor e
AA 7. I didn't even like myself - or whoever I may hav e
thought I was - but that is no longer a consideration -
thankfully .

I would just like to thank all at the AAC for helping me and
everyone else - especially Heather and Madelaine who were s o
effective in training, Bob who is a very special C/S and Davi d
Mayo who is so brave .

Love ,
Michael Cornley AA 7

A by-product of attainment of this Level was Clear on the 3rd
Dynamic. My reach, confront and space have enormously
increased - something that has been observed by others as
well.

My intention, already strong, is stronger still - yet more
disciplined. The future and my goals in it, are assured .

With gratitude to all who have helped along the way, includin g
cherished and absent friends .

David Redfern AA 2

Well, I didn't really think I'd be able to do this as I've ha d
no prior training as an Auditor! However, I now know th e
basics and can get TA in a Solo Session, even when the P C
tries to Q &A! !

Thanks for the coaching (a far cry from the 1984 coaching - I
had in the past) and to the C/Sing by Mike and Bob . Ta for
helping me, all of you at the AAC .

Love ,
Nigel. Completion of Solo Auditors Course

Fantastic Review auditing - it's great to have an auditor
whom, you know, knows what he's doing . I found the whole
atmosphere one of calm confidence and NO HASSLES! !

Thank you Bob for your patience and skill . Let's hope it's a
while before I have to say "Help me Bob!! "

S. Thornton

I've always loved living in my home town, Edinburgh . Recently
I made some space for myself. I took myself to the top of
Carlton Hill, at the far end of Princes Street . I stood there
looking out over Edinburgh, it's castle, monuments and beauty .
I said out loud "I HAVE THIS, ALL OF IT", even though the cit y
is everyone around me doing their own thing, I still HAVE it .
Early on in this course I felt like a cake with a Large slic e
missing - now I'm the WORLD, whole and round and no one ca n
take it away from me .

Bob Ainsworth

COMPLETIONS

Gulliver Smith

Alistair McLean

Annie McGregor

Marcus West

David Falconer

Tom Pearson

Silvana McLean

John Donaldson

Toshen Musgrove

Rob Kay

Clear

S/W

AA 5

Solo Training

AA 3

AA 3

AA 3

AA 3

Ability 3 & 4
Student Hat

AA 2

Sheena Car r

Gavin Stott

Val Alpin

Rob Walsh

Brenda Adams

Nigel Bunce

Ted Thornton

David Redfern

Bob Gates

Toshen Musgrove

Celia Meyer

David Learmond

SUCCESS STORIES

Matt Allan
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I feel good, honest and above all PURE . There are a lot of
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NEW AXIOM by Barry Fairburn

Only in the presence of a monopoly can there be suppression .

We hear that there is a lot of activity, including auditing ,
in Copenhagen, Helsingborg and Goteborg with three papers
going out in Danish .

AAC SCOTLAND

people "out there", I'm constantly aware of it and postulate
them "having" what I have . A very big thank you to EVERYONE .

Special mention to Rob Walsh, he bathed me and took off the
dark glasses that I had been wearing all of these years . It's
good to appreciate the goodness in life : it's all uphill now .

Lots of love ,
Celia Meyer, Life Repair

FROM : -

WHAT GROUPS DO THIS 7

Here's a quick quesdanaire:

What two groups have the following charactedstiCS 7

1. Re-education concentration tamps

2. A party-line required of all members

3. Authoritarian control

4. All actions taken in accordance with the
adginatoc's principles.

5. PR which attacks back, never with any hint o f
remorse or admission of wrong . PR contains dis-
tortions of fact.

6. Seeks wadi domination.

7. Has dosed "borders" preventing com municatian
with those of another ideology.

8. Has its own definitions for words.

9. Is known for its tuthlessness.

10. Has an enforcement system to keep it's peopl e
in line.

11. Has its own communal system.

12. Has a system of "elites" and "'sockets ."

3.3. Attempts to stop people from leaving.

14. Motivates by "slogan."

LS. Requires blind-obedience of its followers

1.6 . Succession of leaders is by power struggle .

17. Is "fabian," covert, works at being elusive.

18. Utilizes an extensive "intelligence system "
bath internally and extet ally .

19. Puts idealistic ideas above regard for
individuals.

	

Their history reveals a tzemendous
waste of people.

20. Requires "informing" on fellow members.

21. Distrusts the world around it .

22. Promotes a higher state of living, yet thi s
trend is warmly visible.

23. Suppresses individuality and creativity.

24. Has an inefficient bureaucratic system whos e
hallmark is the farther one gets from th u
headquarters, the more inefficient it is .

25. Seeks control or ownership of all its people
and resources . Desires all to work for the "cause."

26. Promotes a "new civilization ."

27. Has no system of belief in God.

28. Weeds out any contrary beliefs.

29. Uses "production quotas" or "seats. "

30. Claims far more supporters than it actually
has .

31. Has an invisibible management, but is sup-
posedly run by a "Committee . "

32. Tolerates no opposition .

33. Black PRs, or smears, its defectors

34. Overtly and covertly suppresses religious
beliefs.

35. Has had trouble properly dothinq and feeding
its own people.

36. Reuses reedom of thought and action to its
people, but instead seeks to control these .

37. Has a guiding "father" figure whom all mem-
bers must worship.

38. Utilizes "front groups," and tries to get "big
names" associated with these groups .

39. Has it's own system of "rewards" and
"penalties." More penalties are apparent tha n
rewards.

40.

	

Has front groups which sing "We Shal l
Overcome.. . "

41. Promotes its own version of "reality" to its
people, and discourages any other 'eality ."

42 . Characterized by •long hours, hard wack, an d
"all hands" to get some products done.

43. Demands confession of "crimes" from al l
members who "trarrnges" against the system, rea l
or imagined.

44. Has a 'olice state" mentality, uses intimida-
dar and threats, has guards, yet promotes freedo m
for alL

45. asa large body of defectors who expose the
abuses and vitiations of rights within their former
group.

(Answer. If you guessed the Soviet Union, you are
only half tight)

THE FREE SPIRIT

Reaches over 4,000 independents in the U .S. and is ready by
many more .

Please send in your ad . 1/8 page for $25, 1/4 page $45 or
Classified at $5 for 3 lines .
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NOTES ON DRUGU

In Scientology there has been a lot of material writte n
about the subject of drugs. I believe this came about, at leas t
in part, because of the high number of druggies coming int o
Scientology and onto staff. No survey was apparently ever done to
discover why this was and none of the materials contain an y
speculation about it . These materials make the point that drugs
are usually taken to handle body somatics . This is obviously true
in the case of medical drugs and a proportion of street drugs . I
have had a great deal of experience with drug cases, in life, als o
as a auditor and C/S . There is a category of people, probably the
majority in my experience, that took street drugs out of
curiousity, because of the prevailing culture or because they
wanted to change their awareness level . Drugs provided the
confirmation, proof or experience that change of awareness wa s
possible and that this change initially seemed to be a positive
one leading to more drug use . Continued use, however ,
demonstrated that drug taking had negative aspects to it and tha t
long term use caused a deterioration in mental state. At this
point druggies tended to go in one of two ways : 1) They resorted
to even more drugs and sometimes hard drugs such as Morphine an d
Heroin. (There is an explanation for this in the book Creation of
Human Ability : "Unconsciousness itself is a certainty which is
sought by many individuals who have failed repeatedly to reach any
high level of awareness certainty") or, 2) Now knowing that highe r
states of awareness could be achieved, sought out a non chemica l
alternative way of doing this without the liabilities of drugs .
Most of the druggies who became Scientologists, often after
investigating several other religions and mental practices, wer e
from this last category.

Unfortunately such people were subjected to a lot o f
invalidation in the Church for their drug and former practice
history. The issues that came out in 1977 and 1978 about LSD
villified the character of LSD cases and also barred them from
joining the Sea Org, regardless of whether or not they had
completed a full Purification R/D and Drug R/D. This was despite
the fact that a great many of the Church's good executives (there
were some you know!) and tech terminals were themselves LSD cases .
The Flag Order preventing LSD cases joining the S .O. regardless of
case state meant, by inference, that LSD cases couldn't be handle d
- contrary to the HCOBs on the subject that said they could . An
LSD case was therefore put in a category similar to DST cases who
were, and still' are in the Church, stuck with their ECT engra m
because Church policy on the subject meant that it was
continuously being mocked up for them long after it had bee n
handled. (ECT cases suffered partly because of IRHs largely
personal vendetta against psychiatrists . He was concerned that
such cases, if they weren't handled, could be used by enemies t o
discredit Scientology, and this did occur . It most also be note d
that SOME Psychiatric cases can be in a very over-restimulated
condition or very prone to one . C of S organisations did not have
the facilities to properly care for these cases, neither do
independent groups . )

I consider it criminal the way that LSD and SOT cases were
labelled and prevented from ending cycle on the subject because
Church policy kept putting it there long after the person had
erased it. Perhaps this explains to some degree Endless Dru g
Rundowns and, in the case of ECT, the engrams of it continually
coming up in auditing.

	

_
There is no question that drugs are bad and adversely

affect the mind just as the HCOBs say they do . Marijuana (or it s
resin) is an hallucinagenic drug which, in its best quality form,
can produce effects similar to, and as considerable as, those o f
LSD. Its destructiveness is underrated in my view . The point that
needs making is that a lot of druggies were good people, awar e
people, were not psychotic or physical wrecks, and wanted t o
change themselves and others for the better .

A lot of "ISD cases" were actually not LSD cases . LSD
(Lysergic Acid Diethylamide) hasn't been generally available in a
pure high quality form since the early 1960s when it was mad e
illegal. Few people in the late 1960s and the 70s experienced the
phenomena described by the "High Priest of LSD" Timothy Leary, or
by Huxley before him . Leary, as a psychiatrist (later to becom e
an ex-psychiatrist), had access to pure LSD before it illegalised .
Those people who had the real McCoy will know who they are .
Contrary to the Media and popular belief it takes an expert
chemist to produce pure LSD. A tiny proportion of the black
market "ISD" produced since the mid 1960s was the genuine stuff . A
small amount of poison, or almost any drug, could be, and was ,
passed off as ISD. It produced mild hallucinations and satisfied
the uninitiated .

While I was Qual Sec at Saint Hill in 1979 a girl there
was prevented from joining the SO by someone in the GO because of
ONE so callled LSD trip . I had interviewed her and establishe d
that what she had taken couldn't have been LSD . My protestations
were ignored and she went away disheartened and with a bunch o f
blunted purposes .

In my experience the attributes assigned to LSD cases in
DOBe were often not present to any high degree and, when they
were, they were also present before the person took it. I've als o
encountered a lot of cases who had never taken drugs and were i n
far worse shape than druggies .

Categorising types of cases is useful for technic s
purposes and case handling. If a C/3 does it it's part of a PC
confidential folder. LABELLING PEOPLE can be an invalidative an
dangerous thing to do.

NOTES ON FADTECH
FAD - Definition : Something everybody is very such interested i
for a short time ; fashion or craze .

"Fad tech" gets a brief mention in HCOB 10 November 197
and to my knowledge, nowhere else . I thought I would expound o
the subject a bit as it's occurring to some extent in t h
Independent field .

The "newest and the latest" has long been of grea
interest to Pcs, Pre-OTs and students . It hits right on one of
thetans biggest buttons - CURIOSITY . It creates for him a nyste r
sandwich. The C of S used this button to great advantage wh e
marketing Scientology. Every now and then some new R/D would b
issued which was promoted as being able to solve this or that me
condition . Nearly all of these R/Ds were effective and produce
good case glin, but the idea that any ONE process or R/D wil .
solve someone's case is a false one . When a spectacular result is
obtained in auditing it's not normally the result of any on ,
technique but the result of a gradual and continuous removal o :
charge from a case . Pcs and Pre-OTs often fail to realise thi l
and attribute their big win to the particular process or R/D the:
were being audited on at the time .

Sometimes a partially trained C/S orders a particula_
technique or R/D to be done, gets a spectacular result, the !
believes that everyone needs it and orders it done on everyone whc
comes his way. Worse still, he has a spectacular result on hi :
own case with a particular technique and then, in his enthusiasm .
assumes everyone else will, and runs it on everyone .

Pcs and Pre-OTs often look for THE process or technique
that will solve their case or produce some specific ability, a C/ :
or auditor who tries to supply this is a fool . LRH has describe_
such a person as having a "Mseim1 Complex" (see RCM 21 June 70) .
This isn't to say that the C,S should robotically do the grad e
chart and shouldn't order the appropriate techniques and R/Ds whe r
C/Sing for the Pc, but continually addressing a particular cas e
condition instead of unburdening the case with the standard chart
actions is folly .

According to HCUS' 10 Nov 70 Fad tech in a group 07
organisation stems from an "inability to audit" :'--Skilled auditing
with the knowledge and use of all the tech resolves cas e
conditions. "One shot" techniques are usually resorted to after e
failure to do this . Individual Pcs or Pre-OTs who resort to fa c
tech have been improperly audited and C/Sed, haven't been audite c
at all, or can't or won't confront the quantity of auditing
required. A chronic case condition didn't get there in a day anc
isn't likely to be handled in a day . All cases are different ,
often the technique or R/D you think is going to "crack someone' :
case" doesn't and the one you'd least suspect does. It's better
to use all available tech and get the person up through all th e
levels.

Some Scientologista don't know or understand this data anc

flit from one group or practice to another in search of THE
technique which is either going to solve their case condition or
produce some spectacular ability . Some other Scientologist o r
practitioner, seeing a fast buck to be made and an uninformec
sucker, moves fast and whispers confidentially in his ear hcw he
can do this or that with some new technique or R/D . The kind of
person who does this is rarely one who tries to deliver a complet e
case handling. Beware of them.

The current Fad tech in the Church is the "False Purpose
R/D", this is a kind of rehashed Expanded Dianetics that can b e
run on Clears . It was apparently issued as a result of ar
evaluation done at Flag to find out why Dianetic Clears weren' t
going up the bridge and concluded they were stopping themselves
because of 0/We and Evil Intentions! (The high prices havin g
nothing to do with it of course!) .

The resurrection of the largely unused Expanded Dianeti c
tech was a good thing - it's too bad that it wasn't designed to b e
used where needed and was pushed off on people as a "why" on thei r
lack of progress up the bridge .

Some Scientologists have abandoned the bridge because they
failed to attain a specific ability . Exteriorization with full
perception is a classic example, I don't think that everyon e
realises that the current grade chart actions are not designed tc
produce this. (Although all the tech on this does already exist) .
Exteriorization with full perception is the subject of an articl e
in the next "Reconnection" . This covers : is it desirable? why
would people find it desirable? why doesn't it occur very often '
and in theory how it could be stably achieved . (And it's not a
one shot process either! )

Here's hoping for fewer fads and more stable case gains .
Steve Bisbey AAC England C/t
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